EMAIL - ATTENTION OF THE FRAUD OFFICE
Dear Holly: Kiff Net 6563898002702 (NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED - INTELLIGENCE) 5th APRIL 2017
Correction-My name is not by title Mr Clarke therefore NOT LOST AT SEA!
My name is of the land under common law .. mike: clarke
This crime is reported under common law and should not be investigated by ‘any’ corporate masonic
controlled persons.
I am already seeing in your response the start of what can only be termed as misconduct or
malfeasance in a manner to obsfuscate, delay or deny, any sort of investigation which by any other
stretch of ones imagination is the beginnings of a masonic cover up that being the ‘essence of the CITY
OF LONDON!’
It is my considered belief that the city of LONDON is seperated from the United Kingdom and I am
aware of MASONIC matters in that connection, that, many others may not be.
I have informed you in a 2 page document of the basic allegations of fraud causing TERRORISM upon
the
claimants,
that
are
based
in
this
link
&
also
attached
http://opg.me/CLAIMterrorismbyFRAUD26032017.pdf
1. can you please confirm that you have read it? Having done so, as I have too again, it clearly
mentions 2 cases in the system of 2MA90015 & court of protection 10370284.
2. There are 4 allegations of fraud & terrorism to mention but a few others listed, quite clearly
and I don’t understand what it is that you don’t understand? Please pray tell?
3. SECTION 2 of the fraud act – Correct me if I am wrong says that any false representation is a
FRAUD so if a so called ‘JUDGE’ represents my mother when she already has an executor by
her living will - http://opg.me/will20082012.pdf linked here or attached – is it, or is it NOT,
FRAUD? My understanding is that under the wills act of 1837 and if included as is the case
here a part 24 contrary intention, that, any future claim of incapacity will invoke this will whilst
ann: is alive.. and its executor that when last checked holds the highest office in the land!
ANY other representation or action is a fraud upon ann: and me mike: as is the case here! Do
correct me if am wrong, you are the fraud specialist? There are a minimum of 2 other frauds
stated by false represention that being by emigration to another country of 10 years failing to
come under UK jurisdiction and further the trespass onto intellectual property rights of OWN
NAME by non-disclosure leading to the infliction of terrorism by the forcing upon a being
statute regulation that fails to have protection safeguards from predatory, masonic
guardians!
4. SECTION 3 of the fraud act – CONCEALMENT of DOCUMENTS – Are the courts and the judiciary
above the law? Are they above section 3 of the fraud act?? The concealment of documents
has been based on ann’s: protection to privacy when ann: holds a judicially authorised invoked
living will executor whom takes ALL decisions on privacy matters that I might suggest are only
protecting masonic criminals in the court of protection? We are are we not ALL EQUAL UNDER
THE LAW or is it just a fact, that any statute act carries NO SUCH PROTECTION as it is NOT LAW
it is only ACTS acts that ann no longer comes under! The 2 tire system of ‘so called’ justice has
become a clear cut masonic bar controlled fraud! These fraudsters are in flagrant violation of
the fraud act section 3 concealing such documents as ann’s accounts in detailed forensic
manner to demonstrate transparency and accountablity that we know they cannot do
because of thefts fraud and mal administration leading to persecution resembling
international terrerism and stalking by UK. Now surely you as the reported authority to
investigate frauds can see that to conceal documents without valid lawful reason IS A FRAUD!
Such documents referred to are a/ the court of protection detailed accounts for ann:
10370284 b/ the computerised printed case management files in relation to 2MA90015
14.1.2013 under section 5.4(2) of CPR c/ the investigation report in its full content into the

deputy solicitor hugh jones 2010 d/ the harbin v masterman enquiry by official solicitor alastar
pitblado concealed by peter jackson ‘judge’ March 2017
5. Section 4 of the act and Abuse of Position there are several judges whom have abused their
positions breaching public principles of publlic life… and in this case we name the upmost of
all being the aforementioned in the fraud report of peter jackson and philip pelling whom are
judging in their own cause to their own benefit committing an act of abuse of position which
correctly is labelled under section 4 of the fraud act or are THEY ABOVE IT?? Specific reference
to 14.1.2013 case 2MA90015 Pelling was a NOMINATED court of protection Judge that should
have recused himself when the overall allegations where coming from me where about the
court of protection showing BIAS CONFLICT! Peter Jackson made countless judgements
against mum ann and me mike that no longer resided in the UK and or stood on the content
of the living will .. he continued his ABUSE of POSITION.
6. I have clearly outlined the fraud and abuse of intellectual property rights of my LEGAL NAME
that is being used to terrorise the claimants.
7. I have provided you with our website address holding ALL documented proofs of this fraud
going wayback to 1998 of www.opg.me HAVE YOU READ IT??
Further to the above I am going to attach and link here a 5 page outline of whats gone on which also
was submitted to the house of lords - http://opg.me/5pageoverview.pdf
Further I am going to make a submission that this court of protection did not exist in 2001 and that
it’s processes in 2001 were a complete FRAUD from start to finish!!
My mother holds 4 specialist doctors reports showing her utter and complete capacity and further
commented that she should not be under any protective court – FRAUD!
From the masonic angle I would like to point out the misgivings of HILLSBOROUGH and that I believe
you are attempting a cover up of similar proportions and with this in mind it must be noted that my
suspicions are of this view and as such is being published accordingly.
THE frauds hereby reported are of huge magnitude that can only be properly looked into by NONMASONIC staff that will take the matters serious alongside a multitude of others that we can add to
it, that can be included… our case is not isolated.. it’s the tip of the ICEBURG!
Mike: man
NOT LEGAL FICTION STRAW MAN corporate vessel lost at sea
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mike@rake.net
Subject: Net 6563898002702 (NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED - INTELLIGENCE)
Classification: NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED - INTELLIGENCE

Good Morning Mr Clarke,
I’m currently reviewing your Action Fraud report NFRC170301793603. You have stated that you have
lost £200,000 as a result of fraud and the suspects names but haven’t given any information regarding
how the fraud occurred or what has actually happened.
Can you please provide me with a summary of how the suspects have defrauded you as without this I
will be unable to progress your complaint.
Regards, Holly Kiff National Fraud Intelligence Bureau (NFIB)

